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PALESTINE PERIOD PIECE
BY R. T. DAVIE, SECOND A.I.F.

B
ETWEEN the brown-smudged tents a
man sat on an up-ended box that had once

contained tins of bully beef. Another man
moved slowly round him, snip-snipping at
his hair with a rusty pair of scissors. Two
other men squatted on the bare Palestinian
earth, waiting their turn. The conversation
drifted desultorily back and forth.

The big man with the floppy slouch hat
said dreamily, "Wonder what Jim an' the
boys'll be doing?"

"Gawd knows!" the thin man replied. His
face was weary and lined; he was approaching
middle age. "It's about time things started to
move in Greece."

"Yeah, suppose it is. Reckon it'll be a
bit different to the desert. Jerry's pretty
rough."

"Wouldn't mind being over there, though,"
the thin man mused. His gaze wandered idly
over the head of the man under the scissors.
"By gee, you're not much of a barber, Shorty.
Up an' down, like the teeth of a saw."

"Do better y'self," Shorty said mildly.
A man carrying half a dozen big oranges

came drifting down the hill.
"Look who's here," the thin man greeted

him. "Thought you'd be flat out to it, after
yesterday."

"M.O. gave me no duties," the man with
the oranges exulted.

"Well . . . " the man with the floppy hat
breathed expressively. "Have a good time in
Jerus, Slim?"

"Not bad," Slim replied in a judicious tone.
He began to peel an orange. "You boys should
'a' been with me. Got on to a real nice little
sort."

"Don't know how you do it," the man
with the floppy hat sighed. "When I go on
leave, I can't land a thing."

"It's hard, I admit that. But if you've got
the right technique, you can't go wrong."
Slim finished peeling his orange, threw

the peel into the open mouth of a tent, and
began to gulp the rest of the fruit. When
his mouth was free again, he said, slobberingly,
"I picked up a bit of a souvenir up there."

He produced a small dagger, carved and
ornate. "Kid sold it to me down near the
Jaffa Gate. Reckoned it'd been in his family
for donkey's years. Might be valuable."

"Shufti," the barber demanded. He stopped
clipping, and his customer craned round to see
the dagger.

"How much you give for this?"
"A quid Palestine."
"Give y' a hundred mils for it," the barber

said derisively. "Slim, you were had. They
make these by the dozen in England, an' ship
'em out here."

"Fair dinkum?" Slim asked.
"Fair dinkum," the barber assured him.
"Well . . . " Slim exploded. He seemed

incapable, for the moment, of further com-
ment. He balanced the dagger in his hand,
seemed about to throw it, then, with a sigh,
put it back into his pocket. The other men
grinned at him.

There was a short silence, then the man
with the floppy hat said, "Must be nearly time
for mungaree."

"Can't be far off it," Slim said. "I could eat
a horse."

"P'raps that's what they put in the stew,"
the thin middle-aged man laughed, shortly.
"What'd y' have to eat in Jerus?"

"Steak and eggs," Slim gloated. "Then some
more steak and eggs. All right, too."

"I bet it was," the thin man said. "All we
seem to get here is stew, or a boiled goog, or
beans."

A man carrying a mess tin came into view
as he walked past the long line of big tents
that had been joined to make a mess tent.

"See that joker," the man with the floppy
hat volunteered. "He's always first in the line-
up. Soon's he's finished one go, he rushes back
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ACTION OVER TIMOR

BY KEVIN E. COLLOPY, R.A.A.F.

Long hours we flew above the empty miles
Of endless sea, like eagles hung in space,
So motionless, with never cloud or ship
To mark our speed. It seemed Eternity
Had come and gone since that uncertain hour
Of darkness when we cleared the jungle strip
And headed for the sea.
Since then the ghostly greyness of the dawn
Had filled the world, and like a blazing lamp
The sun had climbed the sky.
High-poised in space, we held our steady

course
While distance and the hours of daylight fled,
Cramped in the narrow pits, beneath the domes
Of shining glass. Then sudden as a thought
The burning words swept through the inter-

comm.
"Landfall ahead"—the mountains and the bays
And then the beaches leaped towards the eye.
Skimming the sea we raced in echelon
Due north to where the flat and lazy reefs
Surround Betano. In the native huts
Were Japanese, we raked them with our guns,
Blew them to hell! The second run was made
Through seas of flak, and through the pall of

smoke
From blazing dumps. Our deadly task was

done,
But there were fees to pay. A Bofors gun
Had pierced the tail, and swinging from our

course
We lurched and dipped across Betano's sky,
Black with the smoke of battle. Losing height
With every yard, we trimmed the errant craft

And set a course for home, a drunken course
Through thinning cloud, and watched with

anxious eye
The firm, safe land recede. Long hours passed
Of doubt and dread, above that calm expanse
All void and desolate, where only cloud
And one grey wounded eagle, limping home,
Disturbed the tableau of infinity.
Death brushed our cheeks, before we faintly

glimpsed
The coast of Bathurst Island far to port.
Then Cape Helvetius loomed beneath our

wings
And close in shore, with funnel belching

smoke,
The ship, Patricia Cam.
Here where the mangroves fringed the tidal

creeks
In parachutes we dropped. The wave-washed

wreck
Of Don Isidre swept beneath my feet
Before I sank within the slushy sand,
And cut the harness free. Some leagues beyond
The observer drifted down, a mile off shore
Hard by the island's native spotting post.
Here, careless of his life, a signaller
Had swum the bay and brought him safe to

shore.
I met him then near Fourcroy with the natives.

In a week
We reached our base, and in another week
We flew again upon that selfsame path
To Timor, through those vague and empty

skies
Above the lonely seas.
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SEPIK EXPEDITION, 1945
BY P. E. FIENBERG, SECOND A.I.F.

T
HE sudden end to the Pacific War no
doubt necessitated alterations to many a

well conceived and carefully laid plan, and
the midnight oil was burnt with no thought
for economy at Sixth Division headquarters
at Wewak in those first days of peace.

It was vitally necessary that all enemy troops
remaining on the New Guinea mainland be
disarmed and concentrated in one area as soon
as possible. As it was known that enemy
forces were scattered over an area of many
thousand square miles, the magnitude of the
task involved was never underestimated. It was
obviously impossible for our forces to collect
all the stray parties of Japanese in one gigantic
round-up and, consequently, plans were laid
for the enemy commander, General Adachi,
to instruct his troops to assemble at certain
points at different times, when they would be
disarmed and transported to Muschu Island
for internment.

To local commanders in the coastal and in-
land sectors, where the Japanese were still an
organized force, this did not present any in-
surmountable difficulties, but Adachi was far
from sure as to the strength, location or
attitude of his troops scattered throughout the
swamps and plains of the Lower and Middle
Sepik. It was to cope with this problem that a
conference was called between representatives
of the Army, Navy and Air Force, and the
A.N.G.A.U. District Officer for the Sepik
district.

Here it was decided to despatch without
delay two parties of A.N.G.A.U. personnel to
the Sepik area; first, to contact and instruct
Japanese commanders in the terms of surrender

and the concentration plan to be immediately
carried out, and secondly, to re-establish the
pre-war Government Station at Angoram, and
to attack the problem of regaining the con-
fidence and co-operation of the local native
population.

I had returned to Wewak on 9 September,
after many months of operating in the Aitape
hinterland and with 16th Infantry Brigade
forces in the drive on Maprik. I fondly
imagined that the amenities of civilization were
shortly to be mine while physical endurance
and financial assets could be maintained. In
this happy conjecture, however, I was des-
tined to suffer sudden and violent disap-
pointment when the District Officer instructed
me to prepare at once for a sojourn of several
months among the Nips, the natives, the croco-
diles and the mosquitoes of the ill-famed
Sepik swamps.

The leader of our little party was my friend
in exile and adversity, the Assistant District
Officer. He and I and the District Medical
Assistant departed overland on 17 September,
with a party of some ten native police and a
line of carriers.

The A.D.O. anticipated reaching Angoram
on the 23rd unless he encountered opposition,
in which case he did not anticipate. . . .

The fact that he was armed with a pass
signed by General Adachi evidently failed to
inspire him with very much confidence. I, as
the "Polismasta" (Patrol Officer), accompanied
the second party by sea on 22 September.
Our little fleet was divided into two parties.
The first comprising two L.C.M's and one
L.C.I. left at 6 p.m.; the second, M.L's 805 and
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ABOARD WARSHIPS, with their facilities for the proper preparation
of food, conditions were infinitely better.
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GUADALCANAL
BY P. BURING, R.A.N.

T
HE sweat ran off me in rivers and my
sticky, heat-puffed fingers slipped on

greasy typewriter keys. On the flag deck
exhausted signalmen slumped in the meagre
shade afforded by the port and starboard flag
lockers as slowly we steamed up and down
guarding the troopships from surface and
underwater attack. The drab transports lay
in seeming idleness, but beneath decks shim-
mering glassily with the heat men worked
feverishly to unload the precious cargoes of
ammunition, food and stores.

A surge of warm air from the mouth of the
pneumatic pump which communicated with
the main wireless office awoke me from my
stupor and proclaimed to all within earshot
the impending arrival of a fresh signal. I
plucked the carrier from out of the cage and
unfolded the signal form. Same old thing I
suppose—reports of proceedings ashore. The
last one had been an announcement that
Japanese were holing up in caves in the hills.
The first glance was cursory, but startled.
I read again carefully—"To any U.S. Man o'
War—Urgent—from I. E. R. Bougainville x
Forty twin-engined planes passing Bougain-
ville heading Tulagi area—o94o." The signal
staff sensed something in my attitude, and they
crowded round. The comments were varied,
ranging from bitter invective to fierce and
mighty oaths. The messenger rushed the pink
slip to the compass platform; word spread
like wild-fire around the ship and almost as
soon as the captain put the news through the
loudspeakers the ship's company knew of
the impending attack. From the flagship the
bunting ran up—"Convoy prepare to repel
enemy aircraft. The convoy will get under
way immediately." Within a quarter of an
hour the entire convoy had weighed and com-
menced to steam slowly up and down midway
between Tulagi and Guadalcanal, waiting,
tense and watchful, hearts beating a little
quicker, nerves keyed up to breaking-point.
Forty planes were a large force in 1942.

Bougainville was two hundred miles away
approximately, roughly an hour and a half
flying-time for the enemy force. Overhead
our rather inadequate covering fighter patrol
of Grumman Martlets circled lazily in the
sky. We searched anxiously for reinforce-
ments. Perhaps the other flights had gone out
to intercept, and we wished them luck! The
recollection of the terrible drubbing we had
received in the Java Sea when our fighter
protection had been negligible only served
to lengthen the already long faces. In the
meantime we did what we could to ensure
the impending arrivals a warm welcome. The
next hour was sheer agony while lookouts
strained their eyes through powerful Barr
and Strouds—the period of waiting before an
air-raid, especially when the approaching
force is strong, is indescribable. The assembly
of grey ships slid silently through the water,
altering course every ten to twelve minutes,
A.A. guns pointing skywards, tin-hatted
sailors waiting, watching.

Time dragged on and we were beginning
to feel a little encouraged by the lengthy
interval when a burst of gun-fire from the
most advanced cruiser drew everyone's atten-
tion. Battle was on! Torpedo bombers! Dozens
of 'em!,—sweeping in to launch their 800 lb.
of T.N.T.! Flying very low, very fast and
with their cannon spewing long wicked bursts,
they presented a disturbing sight.

Bedlam followed as the Navy went into
action. Every weapon capable of discharging
a projectile, from 8-inch guns to .30 3 Lewis,
disgorged all manner of flame, shot and smoke,
and then the long sleek planes were amongst
us, a thousand pounds of death within each
belly. Exultant yells from the compass plat-
form: "One down! . . . No. Two . . . three
. . . Hooray!" Our gunners opened up. The
ship shook and jumped so that it was difficult
to determine whether we had collected a
tin-fish or not. Three hundred yards on our
port side we saw two planes racing six feet
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RETREAT THROUGH GREECE
BY SYDNEY LOCH, FIRST A.I.F.

B
EFORE the middle of April '41 the Ger-
mans had arrived on the frontiers of

Greece, and the Allies' retreat across the
country began, starting in the neighbourhood
of Florina, a little town about two thousand
feet above the sea, with less than twelve
thousand people, and consisting of not much
more than a long main thoroughfare with a
few streets off it. There was nothing very im-
pressive for Australians to remember it by,
unless a few had time to notice the remains of
the ancient Turkish quarter; but not many
who penetrated beyond can have stayed un-
moved by the magnificent mountain country,
which begins a sort of no-man's land ending in
Albania, until a generation ago the land of the
kilt and the blood feud, though women always
went in safety. A lovely land when spring has
well established itself; but too many Aus-
tralians, retreating from that neighbourhood in
a backward season, under increasing enemy
pressure, may today recall it as a territory of
wind, of rain, and even of snow.

There was more to remember in the rather
bigger town of Veroia, from which the retreat
was also going on. Yet how many, in the con-
centration of holding off the enemy, realized
as they fell back from that modest country
town that it had a history reaching into the
fifth century B.C. and so was already old when
it became Roman? How many fatigued Aus-
tralians saw the mosque still standing beside
the traditional place where the Apostle Paul,
accompanied by Silas, preached to the Jewish
community of the town?

But even in the urgency of retreat many
must have noticed a quarter of ancient houses,
picturesquely mouldering into extreme age—
the former ghetto, arresting in itself, and
unique as concealing innumerable Christian
churches, some hidden away there through
centuries of Turkish rule. You can pass within
yards of one and have no idea of it, which was
the builders' intention, as under Turkish rule

it was easier to get on in business by passing
as a Mohammedan, or, if known to be a Chris-
tian, it was wiser to go unobserved to worship.
These minute churches came into existence
within an enclosed court or in the back of a
house, and often remained unsuspected by the
Moslem, who only visited the men's apart-
ments of any dwelling. Some, like Ayios
Christos and Ayia Photini, have fourteenth
century frescoes, and the finely carved wooden
doors of some are treasures to the connoisseur.

Veroia arose out of the ruins of a tenth
century earthquake, to survive four centuries
of Slav invasions. Then the Turks, arriving
as conquerors, turned it into a military centre,
and many Australians will recall the fre-
quently-seen remains of fortifications raised
before the Turks arrived. In the last eight
years the town has known Dominion troops,
then Germans, later Greek communists and
then Greek loyalists.

A few weeks after the fighting between the
British and the Greek party, ELAS, I travelled
with a big food convoy up to Ardea on the
frontier, where I met General Bakirdjis, com-
mander of ELAS. We began talking of Aus-
tralian troops, and the retreat from this
neighbourhood years before.

"They are hardy and reliable troops," the
General said, "and knew how to make friends
with us!" Then he added, "Though their land
is so isolated, as soon as they turn into soldiers
they are seen in a dozen countries."

"That's often in my mind, General," I
answered. "Though they live in a land away
by itself, their military experience of the last
fifty years has already taken them halfway
around the world. And, moreover, into all the
countries with the most ancient histories."

The Australian retreat continued past the
world's most famous mountain. Not Everest,
the world's highest, but the ten-thousand-foot
peaks of Olympus, where the ancient gods
made their home. That enormous bulk is both
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